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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2270 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2270 Bugsy’s Washed out Gutbuster
Run Hare Bugsy
The Lord said let there be light and there was, the
Lord then said let there be rain and there was. It’s
becoming obvious that the lord was not intending
to be a Hasher in Launceston. Bugsy set the trail
on chalk late Monday night not a cloud in the sky.
As he retires to bed he is thinking to himself this
will be the best winter run of the year. Two thirty
in the morning the heavens open up there is an
almighty down pour and the chalk is flowing
down the gutter towards the Cataract Gorge. No
time to set another trail Bugsy decides to produce
a map with clues to lead the pack to the ON
Home sign. What time does Hash start in Launceston 6:30 as it has been for 35 years. 6:30 arrives Bugsy hands out the maps and calls on ON
ON. The Riverside crew has not arrived as have a
few other tardy Hashers. Bugsy has set off with

the pack as a persuado live Hare. Tyles arrives with
the Riverside crew finds the fire pot is not alight and
burns the remaining maps with 10 litres of diesel to
get the fire pot roaring. Derbs Abba and a couple of
other arrive later, where are Bugsy’s maps says Derbs,
what maps says Tyles. Meanwhile the good size pack
of 24 is meandering around the parks and streets of
Summerhill passing landmarks such as the dog exercise area, the Summerdale reserve, the Summerdale
Medical Centre Pamela Crt, Tags favourite Fish shop
Kerro’s at the Silverdome Roundabout. Up to St Patricks Colleague to the invisible ON Home sign in the
Willow Lane Reserve. Just goes to show how an experienced Hasher can recover from the adversaries our
Lord puts upon us. In retrospect I am pleased we are
not of the Muslim faith.

ON ON:
The Riverside crew have settled into Bugsy’s garden chairs drinking ale and warming themselves around
the roaring fire pot as the pack and the live Hare return. There is an acrid stench of diesel in the air and
there are tools laying everywhere spanners pliers hammers stilsens and multigrips. Tyles and Sheila are
grinning from ear to ear and cannot wait to tell all what has transpired while the rest of the troops have
been trudging around neighbourhood. Tyles says firstly we had no paper to light the fire pot so we burnt
the unused maps that were left behind for the late comers. When this didn’t work we raided Bugsy’s diesel supply, this turned into a disaster as I poured it all over my cigarette lighter rendering it operable. Finally found some matches on Bugsy’s fridge, 10 litres of diesel later the fire pot is glowing. Time for a beer
disaster number two, the tap fell off the beer cooler as the gas was turned on, Sheila diagnoses the issue
buggered O ring. The tap is held on with Telstra rope and the beer is pouring. We are buggered said the
two Riverside crew its more strenuous doing this than going on the run but mind you Inlet watched on
while we saved the day. The troops are a bit disappointed with Bugsy there are no nibblies on offer tonight maybe it’s got something to do with Magpie’s trip to Vietnam. We have a visiting Hasher with us
tonight Bum Crack from Doncaster. A larger than normal pack with us tonight sees the keg run out at
about 10:00 Pm. The pack soon disperses in all directions leaving Bugsy on his own to clean up the mess.
Another good night of Hashing in Launceston.

Muslim Wife

The J.M’s Footy Tipping
How is your team
going Tyles just as
good as Fingers
team according to
the ladder

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Bugsy: Six pack XXXX
Sheila: Another pair Asian Safety boots
Colin: Free night at Hash { one way of keeping Hashers coming back}
Bendover: Camp chair
Scary: Can degreaser.

On Downs:
Bugsy the Hare
Bumb Crack visitor from Doncaster
Tyles and Sheila Sludge Arse’s from Riverside Pyro Manic and Beer Mechanic
Graham Smashed his beer mug before the run.
The Muslims Wife {Blakey] dropping and smashing Sprokets mug .
Scary breaking the Guiness Book of Records most furniture in one van.
Hash Pash putting photos of his new carport on the net.

Forty years of LH3
Forty years of Hashing in Launceston will be upon us in February
2018
Did Derbs, Cambo, Rex, Holty and Dripping Dick Leak think it would still be going forty years on???

It’s time to start organising a Run and function to celebrate
The first meeting will be held on Wednesday 14 June at the
Launceston Working Mans Club
All Past and Present Hasher’s are invited to attend

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 6th June Hare: Boong 6 Samclay Crt Perth
Tuesday 13th June Hare: Abba All Year Round pub Wellington St.
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Delly before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Erica Crt

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 8th June 4 Bayview Drive Blackstone Heights Hare Mt Sheen.
Joke of the Week

A big city doctor visits an Indian tribe full of men, he asks
"How do you guys relieve your
sexual tension?" "Simple, just
come down to the river tomorrow and we'll show you." The
next day the doctor shows up
and sees a group of men near
a donkey. One man says
"Since you're our guest you
get to go first." The doctor not
wanting to go against custom
starts to kiss, then proceeds to
have sex with the donkey.
Then a man in the group asks
"Are you almost done Doc?"
"We need the donkey to cross
the river in order to get to the
tribe of women."

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH

Thank Allah
for Diesel and
Telstra rope

